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IIR To Hold’.
Conference
In Si Today
Labor education is the central
theme of the second annual Labor
Conference heing held today from
215 to 9:30 p.m. at the DeAnza
Hotel.
Sponsored by the Institute of
Industrial Relations at SJS, the
conference will have educators,
students and labor leaders in attendance.
The keynote address, scheduled
for 130 p.m., kill he delivered by
Ralph Showalter, international representative of the northwest subregional office of the United Automobile. Aircraft and Agricultural
Implement Workers of America
AFI-CIO. His subject will be, "Labor Education in America."
Dr. Edward P. Shaw, director of
the Institute of Industrial Relations. will open the conference introducing Dr. Milburn D. Wright.
head of the Business Division of
the college, who will extend greeting, and Dr. John T. Wahlquist,
the college president, who will deliver the welcoming address.
There will be a discussion of
"Reasons for and Objectives of Labor Education." beginning at 3:45
p.m. by a panel composed of Jack
London, associate professor of
adult education, University of California; Miss Helen Wheeler, president, Miscellaneous Cuinary Employees’ Union, Local 110, AFLCIO; Jeffery Cohelan, business agent, Milk Drivers’ and dairy Employees’ Union, Local 302; and Arthur Carstens, administrator of labor programs, Institute of Industrial Relations, UCLA.
Following a dinner at 5:45 p.m.,
current labor issues will be discussed by John F. Henning, research director, California State
Federation of Labor, and Daniel
V. Flanagan, AFL-CIO regional
director for California and Nevada.
Dr. Leon F. Lee, associate professor of business, is conference
program director and Reginald W.
Shepherd, assistant professor of
business, is conference coordinator.

Class Makes
250 on Prom
Junior Class made at least $250
on Friday’s Junior Prom, it was
announced in class meeting yesterday. All the receipts have not
been counted according to Margie
Jackson. treasurer.
Further plans were made for
"Flicks," which the class plans to
present in the fall. "Flicks," firstclass movies which are several
years old, will be shown for a
small charge every Sunday evening beginning in September.
-

_
Recreation Music
Featured Tonight

WHY DOES HE MIGRATE?

Spartanaill
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
VOL 45
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Dr. I., Richard Mewaldt, assistant professor of zoology, explains
the mechanisms of a specially constructed cage to John MacDonald, graduate student in ornithology. The perch in this cage
will be attziched to a microswitch to record automatically the
number of times the bird hops upon it. This information, plus
other controlled factors and conditions %% ill aid ornithobigists in
determining ;t iv the bird migrates in the spring and fall.Spartafoto by Doug Din,

Prof To Study
Bird Migration
By BARBARA LUETT
Have you ever wondered what
makes birds fly south in fall, north
in spring, or not migrate at all?
This question has been pondered
by ornithologists for years. Dr.
L. Richard Mewaldt, assistant professor of zoology, thinks the answer lies in the basic physiology of
the birds.
To determine what is different
about birdS’ basic physiology that
may account for the difference in
migratory behavior, Dr. Mewaldt
has planned a research project
which will get under way in the
fall.
, "At present we are securing
necessary equipment. We haVe the
aviery and many of the birds
which will be used in the research," said Dr. Mewaldt.
These are Zonotrichia leucophrys or White-crowned Sparrows.
Three subspecies will be used at
first. Two are migratory and winter in the San Jose area. The
third is non -migratory and nests
all year on the immediate California sea coast. "Those we have
are from the coast near Santa
Cruz," said Dr, Mewaldt

Eventually a fourth subspecies
of White -crowned Sparrows will
be used as well as the Golden crowned Sparrow, White -throated
Sparrow and Harris Sparrow. All
of these are migratory but differ
in the times they migrate,
"Those which do migrate do it
at night," said Dr. Mewald t.
"When they are caged and the
migratory season approaches, they
begin to display what is know as
’natural migratory unrest’ or Zugunruhe. They move from one side
of the cage to the other. This is
an expression of something they
would do if they were outside the
cage," he said.
A special eight -sided cage is being built for the prefect. This cage
will have moveable perches (attached to a micro-switch) in each
half-compass and compass direction. Each time the birds hop onto
the perches in their "restlessness"
it will be automatically recorded.
This will help Dr. Mewaldt to
know what direction the birds
might take if they were free.
"The actual purpose of tills research, however, is to discover the
orientation of this migratory restlessness." he said.

DA Bergna To Answer
Questions About Cordry
District Attorney Louis P. Bergna, main speaker at the coming
Deadline Dinner Thursday, said
yesterday he will answer any questions on matters concerning the
Thomas Corclry case which have
been made public.
Bergrua, who will speak on "The
Relationship of the Free Press to
Law Enforcement," will prosecute

world wire

Solons Vote Today
On US Measures

Former Russian Premier Alexander Kerensky will discuss
"The Russian Resolution -1917"
tomorrow night at 8 in the Concert Hall.
Often considered the most influential man in the first stage
of the revolution, Kerensky was
premier of Russia foam July to
November, 1917, after the overthrow of the Czarist regime
He was forced to leave the
country by the Bolsheviks after
his short term In office, and was
aided by the American Embassy
in his (light.

Supporters of the bill to give
state college professors a five
per cent pay boost, after being
turned down by the Senate Fin.
(ince Committee Friday, take the
proposed legislation to the Senate
floor this morning.
The United Press said Nesterday that the pay bill should draw
debate. A general three per cent
raise for all state employes appears to be "doomed." This bill
would have affected all SJS cmployes.
Authoritative sources said yesterday that if the Senate turns
down the five per cent pay hike,
the measure will go to a joint As-

Need Help
At Agnews
Hospital

Chi Omega Sorority has, for
the second consecutive time, come
out on top of the list of grade
averages of sororities and Iraternities.
The sorority, which made a
2.6078 house average, not only has
a higher average than any other
sorority, but also was higher than
the all -sorority average of 2.446,
the all -women’s average of 2.3934
and the all -college average of 2.318.
According to Barbara Johnson,
secretary of (’hi Omega, the house
had no enforced study table last
semester but each member was remitred to study a certain number
of hours each week.
Less than one grade point sepal._
sled Chi Omega from Sigma Kap.,
pa, the lowest ranking house

Six Candidates
Run for Election
Six candidates hiRe filed applications to run for ASH offices
in the May 1-2 elections. So far
there are two applicants for president, one for vice president, two
for female representative -at -large
and one for male representativeat -large.

There has been one application
for Senior Class office and one for
Junior Class office. Five sophomores hae applied for class offices.
ASH offices open are president.
vice president, recording secretary,
corresponding secretary, treasurer and male and female representative -at -large.
Senior, Junior and Sophomore
Class opening include president,
vice president, secretary, treasurer
and one year representative for
each class.

Foundation Is
Over Troubles
The Spartan Foundation’s fund
drive is rolling right along despite
rain and recession, according to
Arthur Johnson Physical Education Department plasticity director.
Of the Campaign’s projected
$20.000 in contributions, close to
$7000 has been collected so far.
Johnson stated that the drive will
close officially next week, but that
donations will probably be coming in until May I.
"In this rain, you know we’re
not going to get much campaigning done." said Johnson.

Applicants for class offices must
have attended at least three class
meetings in a row and have a 2.25
overall grade point average plus a
2.25 last semester. Those applying
for ASH offices must have a 225
overall rest a 225 last seinestels

1

KOST on Tomorrow
p.m. and shows v di be directed
at the type of viewer audience at
that hour," McCann explained.
"Because we are using nothing but
live productions, the six shows
must be set Up so changes can be
made In our one small studio," he
went on. "Our only chance to do
this will he during the regular Station breaks, when we’ll use film
commercials we borrowed from
KNTV " (Channel 11, San Jose.)
"Quality of produCtion is what
we’re after on KCtST-TV," stated
McCann. He explained that the
Tv
emphasis on productionisi
n markGuild’s KOed contrast to the
ED, whose main aim is technisal
training in equipment usage and
staging.

oanbly-Senate committee oi
eventually be modified and reintroduced Into the Assembly as
two per cent increase. There is a
possibility the pay itiAlle may lotlow both courses simultaneously.
Two other important measures
come before the Legislature today,
The $21 million SJS operational
and capital outlay budget is ex peeled to pass without opposition
on the Senate floor this morning.
The three -fold engineering bill,
introduced by Assemblyman Bruce
Allen (R-Los Gatos), will come up
for hearing before the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee at 2,
pm. Allen stressed that the hill

Chi0 Again Receives
Grade Point Honors

By RAY HELSER
Have you ever seen the look in
the eyes of a small child opening
a present?
Undoubtedly you have, therefore
you still have a deep rooted feeling of warmth in your heart when
you have contributed to the happiness of others. Whether it’s Riving something to a small child or
extending a helping hand to the
mentally ill, the result is still the
same.
"Helping the patients at Agnews
State Hospital to re -socialize is
one of the most self -gratifying
jobs in the world." according to
Mike Healy, a member of the
Agnew volunteer group. "It took
me about four wecks to get one
female patient to say even one
word. I had asked her to dance
and finally she answered with a
Shy "no". Even though the answer
was negative I knew I had made
progress in helping her get on the
road to recovery."
The Agnews Volunteer Group
meets every Tuesday in front of
the Music Building at 7 p.m. They
will meet there tonight, however,
there will be one problem. Unfortunately, there aren’t enough
males interested in this type of
activity. It’s rather hard to believe
because the group only uses about
two hours of each member’s time.
Not only do volunteers aid the
patients at the hospital, but they
gain valuable experience for the
field of teaching.
A voluntary trip to the hospital
for the mentally ill costs you
nothing but your time, but remember, the profit is priceless.

TV Family Grows

WASHINGTON -The Kohler Co. said yesterday a union boycott
SJS’ rapidly growing faMily of
of its bathroom fixtures has both hurt and helped its sales.
close-circuit television atations,
The Wisconsin firm. strikebound by the United Auto Workers for
will gain another memr.. e Wedfour years, told the Senate rackets committee that it is at least
nesday. KOST-TV will begin
"holding its own competitively."
broadcasting its three-hour program schedule at 5 p.m. from the
NEW YORKThe American Broadcasting Co. radio network Speech and Drama Department’s
will cut hark its network programming by approximately 50 per cent television studio.
effective April 6 in a move to reduce losses estimated at $2 million
All six half-hour shows will be
annually. The network also plans to shift its emphasis from enter- live and the public is cordially
tainment features to news and commentary programs.
invited to come in and watch. The
invitation comes from Frank T.
LOS ANGELEs Comedian Bob Hope said Russian officials didn’t McCann, assistant professor of
laugh at his jokes, but someone went through his gag file in his Mos- drama and adviser to KOST-TV,
cow hotel room and "Bulganin may be doing my act next week."
his Television Directing 173 class
Hope came home by plane Sunday from a six -day visit in Moscow project.
with a souvenir cossack hat and a pocketful of new wisecracks.
"Although the station’s actual
Ile said he wasn’t followed during his visit but he did return to broadcast hours are 3-6 pm, the
his hotel room once to find his suitcase had been opened and the gag theoretical schedule for which the
out on ray bed."
progriunnung is designed is 5-8
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Kerensky
To Speak

the accused slayer. a Stanford University sophomore.
In discussing his opinions of the
press, Bergna said, "they have a
job to do." Ilewever, he said, the
press makes the job a little harder
to do, but doesn’t really interfere
with the work.
As an example he said, "While
on the Cordry Case, I received
30 to ’40 calls from the press the
first couple of days."
Tickets for the dinner are on
sale in J2, Student Affairs Business Office and by members of
Sigma Delta (iii, professional journalistic fraternity, dinner sponsors.
Compiled from United Press
The dinner will be held in the
WAHHINGTONSecretary of State John Foster Dulles sal(
yesterday foreign aid spending helps fight the U.S. business slump Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth
Cutting aid funds would "cut employment here at home as well as and E. San Fernando streets, at
endanger our security," he said.
7:30 p.m, Televised skits by memDulles told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, "We all
Wish for additional roads, schools, reclamation projects and other
facilities" hut "we will gain little and lose much if in our drive Om
them we tear down recklessly the very structure of the free world
which makes it possible for us to enjoy in peace and freedom the material blessings we have now,"
A musical program entitled,
"Rhythms in Recreation," will be
presented tonight at 7 in Room
125 of the Music Building under
joint sponsorship of the Recreation
and Music Departments.
The program will feature Mrs.
Gertrude Maxham, music consultant of Pleasant Hill Recreation
district, who will conduct a musical demonstration clinic.

geo.

I

Abe Nadel, promotion manager
of KOST-TV, stated that rehearsals are "going like mad." but the
complete program schedule won’t
be worked out until early this
week. Arrangements for visiting
personalities are progressing nicely, he said, adding that some tnteresting ones already have been
lined up.
Nadel pointed out that KOSTTV is organized along the lines
of a commercial TV station, with
a complete staff "from an accountant on up." The statim manager
is Ted Johansen: program director.
Jim Ahern; chief engineer. Glen
Pensinger; sales menages, Gary
’erbin and Nadel, promotion manager.

scholastically. It had it 2.2597
average. Shirley Smith, Sigma
Kappa scholarship chairman, cons mented, "The emphasis is on
studying this semester, although
everyone certainly had a good time
last semester."
The all -fraternity average was
2.259 as compared to the all -men’s
average of 2.2629. Sigma Pi had
the highest house average of any
other fraternity. It had a 2.456
average and, according to Rob
Stegall. "We were really proud
and surprised since our actives
came in second and the pledges
came in seventh in gradepoInt
averages."
Kappa Alpha was at the bottom
gradepoint
of the list with a 2031.
average. When asked for a corn ment, one of the members said.
"Well, at least there’s only one
way we can go now."
Gradepoint averages of other
sororities were: Delta Zeta, 2.5245;
Gamma Phi Beta, 2.5245; Kappa
Alpha Theta, 2.4973; Kappa Kappa Gamma, 2.4795; Alpha Phi,
2.4601: Delta Gamma, 2.4481; Kappa Delta, 2.3763; Alpha Omicron
Pi, 2.3690; Alpha Chi Omega,
2.3743; and Phi Mu, 2.3641.
Other fraternity grade point
averages were: Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 2394; Pi Kappa Alpha, 2.363;
Alpha Tau Omega, 2379; Lambda
0.11 Alpha, 2.367; Sigma Chi.
2.282; Delta Upsilon, 2.2144; Theta
Xi, 2.273; Delta Sigma Phi, 2.2444;
Sigma Nis 2.2441; Thet a Chi.
2.173; Sigma Phi Epsilon, 2009;.
and Phi Sigma Kappa, 2.082,

SJS’ Glover
Makes Proposals
The Association ol California
State College Instructors adopted
three resolutions submitted by SJS
representative F.. C. Glover, engineering professor, at its recent
meeting in Los Angeles.
Two of the resolutions call. In
effect, for offering a master’s engineering degrees and graduate
technical research in state colleges, according to Glover. The
other proposal aims at raising
state college academic standerds.
The resolutions are:
1. "That the ACSCI study ways
in which the state code might be
changed to recognize, encotirage
and approve professional prograins
in the state college system.
2. That the local chapters of
ArSCI be asked to submit proposals to the state council to encourage research and provide time
and personnel for it in the state
colleges
3. That 10081 chapters of ACSCI
he encouraged to raise academic
standards in their colleges and
submit proposala to the state council for initiating suitable action in
this direction at the state R.Vel Including possible revision of the
state code."

%Owens’ Sign-up
The March sign-up period for
Kerean veterans will begin tomorrow and continue through Friday,
according to the Veterans Affairs
Office.

,

a iii permit state colleges to seek
accreditation and post graduate
courses, but will not make these
measures ma nda tory.
President John T. Wahlquist and
Engineering Head Norman 0.
Gunderson went to Sacramento
yesterday to back the pay and engineering bills respectively.

Mental Tests
To Be Given
Schlosser

Robert L. Schlosser, of 2225 Luz
Ave., who confessed to 20 exhibition appearances on the SJS Campus, has been referred to two state
psychiatrists by Superior Court.
The 22 -year -old, booked for indecent exposure on March 7, was
certified as a possible psschopath
in Superior Court last week. A
report on Schlosser’s mental condition ’.sill be made to the court by
the psychiatrists on Friday.
Formal charges were brought
against Schimmel’ earlier this
month when a State College coed
reported to police that she had
seen the man expose himself as
he lurked in an archway near the
Inner Quad.
After police picked him up and
the girl identified him, Schlosser
confessed to numirons indecent eg.posure incidents on the campus.
-

SF’ s Caen
Is lykable’
Tomorrow
Herb Calm, "top columnist for
the San Francisco Chronicle," is
featured as the mystery interview
in Lyke, Larry Rodrigues public
relations manager for the magazine, announced yesterday.
Caen recently transferred from
the San Francisco Examiner, -because he couldn’t get used to the
idea of being a Ilearstling." Rod hinter( said.
Part of-the infers-few ermstste of
Caen* comparison of San Frandsen with Los Angeles., "lie deals
with the highlights of the city,"
Rodrigues commented.
Rodrigues stated that Caen, featured in the Chronicle week days
and on Sunday,
one of the highest paid columnists in California.
In the interview, Caen Cora
merits on the dangers of being a
popular columnist, on a college ed.
ucation and on personalities such
as Elvis Presley and John Foster
Dulles. Ile also discusses such
Items as the Chemise.
Rodrigues stated that Caen Is
an authority on San Francisco.
"Ile is the euthor of ’Don’t Call
It Frisco,’ and ’Baghdad -By -The Bay’," he added.
Lyke sales will begin tonnourrnv
at 7:30 p.m., at which time the
Identity of "Lykable Doll" and
"Isykeble Prof" will he revealed.

a

The charge 6f the
light brigade
was nothing
compared to this
charge plan at
Roos! For students
with reg cards
(that’s all you
need) Roos gives
six months to
pay. Better
investigate!
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A-Bomb Debate Getting Moldy
ri

The A bomb testing debate is getting moldy.
People are philosophizing, generalizing, predicting
and in doing so, avoid the issue. The simplicity of
the problem may be misleading.
At least 9000 scientists say radioactive fallout
is harmful. At the present rate of detonation, 1500
to 150.000 of tomorrow’s children will be affected
for each year of testing. (This covers all estimates).
But the extent of the harm is not the essence of
the problem. The essence is that nuclear testing
is harmful to life and we can control it.
So far, there is no such animal as the "clean
bomb." Authorities have neglected to tell us that
those devices labeled as -cleanOnly
only relatively clean. They are
Relatiyel-Y are
relatively clean only because they
Clean
are a minute fraction of the magnitude of a large 10 megaton bomb.
Some of our leaders and a few such outspoken
zealots on the Atomic Energy Commission, as Dr.
Teller, are trying to make us believe that bomb
testing CANNOT be stopped. When a scientist
says "cannot," he automatically knocks himself off
my list as a scientist. When politicians and leaders
say "cannot" in the same breath as they say "peace
. . . disarmament," I lose all confidence in them.
Intelligent people are not demanding we stop
testing at any cost. (There are some radicals who

are asking for this.) They demand only that a history -making effort be made to bring about worldwide cessation of bomb dropping. They know that
Russia is a threat never before recorded in history.
They know that brotherly love does not fill Khrusftchey’s heart. But they also know that there is
least a correlation between armament build-up
and war and no one can prove that there isn’t
a cause and effect relationship. One is never really
safe while sitting on a keg of dynamite.
Are we making efforts to disarm through international agreement? Yes, but these efforts are
Fear feeble and timid and the keynote seems
is
to be fear. To know and respect your
"
opponent’s ability is an asset: to fear
Debit is a debit.
It’s time to stop worrying about losing face
and start worrying about losing body and soul.
We must not go on refusing conference and meeting proposals on the grounds that Russia may make
hay with propaganda. Their propaganda system is
apparently so cogent that an outright lie can be
used against us just as effectively as one of our
diplomatic blunders.
And in reply to Vice President Nixon’s remark
that "The road to war is paved with conferences
that failed," there is also historical evidences that
the road to war is made straight and smooth by
conferences that aren’t held.H. McG.

’Cornedians Never Come Back’

HOLLYWOOD. (UP) Cornedian Jonathan Winters, who is
funnier on other shows than he
was on his own defunct program.
is plotting a new series for the
fall.
The rotund W’inters, grateful
he neser reached the top, says
comedians
like
heavyweight
championsnever come back.
Once teleieweni quit on a comic
he’s through fore%er.
Accoding to Jonathan, Jackie
Gleason, Milton Berle. Red Buttons and others who hit the rating
jackpot, and the relaxed, have
bad it.
Sid Caesar’s new show isn’t a
good Imitation of his early efforts.
and is a doubtful starter for next
season.

"In this business of being funny
imperat is e that you keep
goingespecIally when you’re a
big success." Winters says, -Jack
Benny. Boob Hope and Red Skelton realize this Is true. They
never attempted
comebacks.
, They just stayed in there pitch, ing.
"I’m not worried about a comeback either. I didn’t make it to
the top in the first place.
"For 39 weeks last year I had
my own 15-minute show. It lost
out to a couboy series or a quiz
program. Maybe it was a cowboy quizmasterthat seems to
be an unbeatable combination.
This fall I’m aiming for a half! hour show."
The ballon-faced comedian prej

dicts comedy will bc Li& k in style
come October.
"Madison Avenue advertising
boys ruined comedians," he says.
"They put comedy shows back-toback on every network. There was
a time when you could se Gleason, Caesar and George Gobel all
in a row.
"People can’t laugh that long
in one evening. Not the boys
In the sincere gray sults are
doing the same thing to west eriVer--Ilnd It sslii kill horse operas pist as it pi it the skids to
(’omedians,

bassador We can send to a foreign
country is some talented person
lin music, art, drama) so that
foreign peoples can see what we
do creatively."
*

Vice President Richard Nixon:
"History shows that road to war
is !lased with conferences that
failed."
C. Ralph Westerman, instructor
Philip Marien, until recently a
in journalism here: "The hest am- school master at famed Boston

’Dirty Russians’
Editor.
’In reference to Poe’s Hot Seat
of Match 17. Davy’ game of killing dirty Russians reminds me of
altogether too many children and
event adults these days. I saw it
coming when the Second World
War ended.
At that point, Russia ceased to
be our ally and became our enemy.
llotArver, the people in this country didn’t know that yet. They
had to be taught to hate Russians
Little children had to be encouraged to play genies in which they
killed dirty Russians so that they
would be conditioned as adults to
accept.as reasonable the order to
go out and kill Russians.
Ten years of propaganda did
the job well. Then r lllll ething
happened. Russia got the I
b,
we lost our edge, and war became unthinkable. Then appeared in magazines such as Life,
Look, Post, etc., article* telling
us that Russians were not such
bad people utter all. We may
’object to truninuanint dictatorship but the Russian people are
a friendly, decent sort. In other
words, the tide has turned. We
now
base to mid,, 10 years of
anti -Russian propaganda.
William A. Pounds
ASB 2418

’Personal Feeling’
Editor:
This letter Is directed at man about -everywhere Poe. Although I
enjoy his articles, I am of the
opinion he puts too much "personal feeling" into his columns.
I have a sneaking hunch his
instructor must Isa% e been Art
Cohn of the San Ft-unclose Examiner. At least the influence is
there. I am awaiting the day
when POP combines his own
views with those of Cohn.
I can see the libel suits now.
Name withheld
ASB 231:3

Controversy and Poe

Editor:
Mr. Poe, somebody finally got to
you. To devote an entire column
"I guess the best thing to be is to a rebuttal is poor journalism,
broad is
an animal -Lassie and all the TV but that is the silk) your
buttered on as you well know.
horses can always find work."
Controversy is what made the

* * Quick Quips * *
Ned Klumph, associated with
Lockheed Corp. in Santa Clara
County: "As long as both the
United States and the Soviet
Union are worried abut self-preservation, there neer will be a
large scale war. Both nations will
be too well prepared to launch
missile attacks upon the other,
and, in the long run, neither side
would come out ahead."

Readers’

Latin School: "The American
school system, from first grade
through college (has become) a
huge kindorgarten. I watched,
with increasing alarm, the lack of
fundamental information possessed
by the pupils who entered the high
school, and the disappearance of
standards demanded of them by
the colleges when they were ready
to leave . .. The colleges had so
diluted their entrance requirements that they ceased to function as incentives to scholarship

-,

:ilsiminable Presley "pnpular." It
seems that to be "successful" one’
must be good C’) or bad (blatant.) boat not mediwre,
flow anyone who sets himself
up as an authority on any:11111w
and everything could miss the re,il
point of Mr. K. R. Alford’s poison
pen letter, amazes us.
Keep up the bad work. It brings
sunshine into some real dull days
Laugh . . . thought we’d die.
Take Gast
Chad Curtis, ASH 2936
Jut’ Mendez, ASH 2X%.
VS.Enjoyed sUllr urtiele in the
’’hot St-al" on Sloontlar, March
17, erii ti
gis it moist probably lacks research and is only
pt ion on your part.
un ass

’My Valuable Time’
I regret that I have to spend
more of my %aluable time in answering Poe, but such is the case
since my name was blazenly published after I specifically requested that it not be. This, you should
know, violates a cardinal principle
of journalism.
Granted that Poe was right in
assuming that I wrote the letter
hurriedly "between egg sandwiches" and that I "assumed," I nevertheless feel justified in my conclusions. This time, however, it is
only after "research."
On checking The College 13ulletin I find that on page 164 under
"Recommended Program for the
A.B. degree with a Major in Reporting and Editing" there are only two political science courses
listed: Pol. Sci. 102- State and
County Government: and Pol. Sei.
103--Municipal Government and
Administration.
Granted that I assumed, mine
does not equal the as..
ptIon
of Poe in that tato political science courses Of he has taken
them)
gives him sufficient
knowledge to state "initiative"
as it positive cure for the "handouts" and the recession In general. I assume that Poe is not
minoring In political science.
A good journalist is supposed to.
be impartial in reporting facts,
which is no doubt hard to do at ,
times. When a journalist ceases
to record facts objectively and be.,
gins to intersperse particular situ ations with particular emotions,

Reflections

he no longer is a jou, rialist but Poe as a brilliant man-of:the.
an expounder OP NI1111. political or! world blessed with all knowledge, all taste, irreproachable in
irttitrt [’reed.
I believe in freedom oof speech, his impregnable fortress (the freeof the press amid Ilse dom of the press to print sayfre-oll
other freedoms of deniocrar, thing), condescending to cast
lint I do not belies.’ that a per- poc-ris of viisdorn before us swine
this is too much. That Poe is
son sI
Id be allioned to )ell
"fire" in a theater when there carried in the Daily is indicative
Is On fire. (As Justice Holmes of something; with minimum competition, Poe would not stand a
approimately said).
Personally. I do not care what chance
Alford is runsThe attack
Poe believes. But I do hose doubts
yu
off-basethe letter sugwhether his emotional, slanted. co%Uri iiii
IMPPlabie
realored. peritortal unubjecthe, partial gests
and definitely limited views should sons for INW’ri IliMIStr described
be propagated through a student aberrations. lie does not say
paper which is supposed to be non- there [Horrible reasous tore so. I
think that Poe realized this, but
partisan and non-sectarian.
Speaking of government hand- seized on the question of subouts, why doesn’t Poe attend Stan- stantiation of charges so that he
ford and pay for his eduction ra- could answer a Icier that got
ther than take it for practically under his skin.
nothing? I hope he doesn’t become
Mr. Alford, unlike Mr. Poe, aptoo contemptuous of himself and pears to have some wit.
begin spitting
C Ron
Name withheld ASII 116115
ASH A6999

’Attack Off-base’
Editor:
In regard to the letter in
"Thrust and Parry" and Poe’s
answering 4?) "Hot Seat" column
of March 19.--Randie Poe doubtless is right. One of man’s biggest
vices is his power, of assumption.
One unfounded assumption constantly aired in "The Hot Seat" is
Poe’s idea that people find an
interest in Randie E. Poe and his
sophomoric views on issues i ?I
and events. The diatribes against
imperfection; the tasteless and
inane interviews with such as
Jerry Lee Lewis (who cares’?);
thin of big names and big
the surface critiques on things
cultured: frequent mention of big
names and big places; and the
all-pervasive image of Randie

Genetic Damage
The contrast is striking between
Dr. Teller’s attempts at doe:Idiots
in fostering the falsehood that thi?
bomb tests do not cause genetic
damage and Anthony Pearce’s
more honest argument that despite the crippling of bodies and
souls of many unborn children.
the tests are necessary in order
to keep up with the Russians,
.Nrime withheld
ASB 3614
StudelAts at SJS are offered the
opportunity to criticize The Spartan Daily or its content in the
Thrust and Parry column of the
editorial page All letters must include the signatures and student
body card numbers of the authors.

STATE SHELL SERVICE
Featuring All -New

TCP

PARKING?

If late for school
we’ll park your car.
For Added Power
complete
LUBRICATION AND AUTO MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP
BRAKE WORK
Across from flue Student UNION
FOURTH and SAN FERNANDO

YoUll be satin’ on top of the world when you change to EM

Spez2tanaily
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934 at San Jose, Calif.. under the
act of March 3, 1.99. Mmber California Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Puplished daily by Associeted Students
of San Jose State Collage. rircept
urcisly and Sunday, during collg year
with one into" during each final ionamination peo,od. . . Sabizrionosi ac
cpted only on a rernindcoi-school
year basis. In fall semester, $4 spring $2
CY 4.64 14Editorial Elf. 210, Ad.0 211.
Press of Glob P,OfOno
Co.
EDITOR
JIM DRENNAN
BUS. MGRS,
WILLIAM GUIMONT,
JOANNA HOLEY
DAY EDITOR
BILL PHILLIPS

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
and Camera Shop
GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

Light into that Lim Live Modern flavor

BMOC

LT

Big Man On Campusyea man! He
treats the gals to Coke. Who can compete
with charm like that. So if you’re 5’0"
and a little underweight, rememberyou
don’t have to be a football hero to be

41 North First
CY 2 8760

Best tastin’ smoke you’ll ever find!.

popular. Just rely on the good taste of
Coke. Put in a big supply today!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
toiled under authority of Th. Coto -Cola Company by

1111111=

a PI a

Only lghl gives you
this filter fact
the patent number I
on every pack.... ca.,44:17:7:77.’ .....*::,
...your guarantee of
a more effective filter
Put yourself behind the pleasure end
on today’s IA.

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF SAN JOSE

of an /AM. Get the flavor, the
full rich taste of the Sout hland’s finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter
should he for cleaner, letter smoking.
cam.
co.
1.icrri S MINI% T111141.4 11

oweenwerYPVJ;..
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SJS Tennis
Ace To Play
In Exhibition

ALL-SPAR CAST

te itAITAN

Spartan Judo Squad Horsehiders Engage
Loses in Final Match Fresno State Today
! Tuesday Starch 25. 1958

19_58
PC.’ Champions

Huston’s
HOBBY SHOP
Model Planes
Boet
Handicraft
"Everything for Tour Needs"

293 S. 1st

CY 4-6050

A&M Auto Repair
General Auto Repair,
Automatic Transmission Specialty
Student Rates
CY 5-4247
456 E. Sal Salvador. San Jose

SAHARA OIL CO.
SAVE MONEY
on

GAS and OIL
S0001111 and Williams

Archie Milton

Nick Akana

Coach
Menendez

Four San June State boxers raptured titles in
their respective weight divisions in leadink the
Spartans to their first Pacific Coast Intercollegiate team championship in six years. Win -

ners for Crutch Julie Nlenendez’ squad were
Nick Akana, 12.5-11m.: Archie Milton, hens 4 weight; WeWin Stroud, 139-11,14.; and T. C.
(’hung, 112-that.

Boxing Squad Sparkles in Nabbing
Pacific Coast Team Championship
By JOHN SALAMIDA
San Jose State boxing team,
newly crowned Pacific Coast Intercollegiate champions, sets its
sights on the rugged national finals this weekend in Sacramento.
Coach Julie Menendez’ Spartans enter the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. event rated a strong
favorite to nab top honors. With
three finalists last season, the SJS
team .captured fourth place.
Idaho State, claiming champs in
seven of ten weight divisions,
walked off with top honors. The
Bengals won the PCI tourney last

year also, but did not send an
open division entrant to the Reno
meet.
While eight teams battled for
laurels in the PC1s. Coach Dubby
Bolt’s ISC crew was whipping
Wisconsin in a dual meet.
SJS rinonen copped titles in
four weight dhisions in bringing
home their first PCI chanu ’ ship in six years. The Spartans
haye won the tournament on
three other occasionsIn 1947-8
and 1952.
The team championship was the
first the locals have recorded un-

Barrett Scores
33 for J-Team

Coffee Date?

DIERKS DONUTS
6 A.M. to I I P.M.

370 AUZERAIS STREET

Remember . . .

LARK’S
Where the Hof Dog is King
also featuring . . .

Steaks on a French
Roll with Fries
Italian Sausage
Burgers
ORDERS TO GO
Stan and Isabel Vaughn
Props.

Between 4th and 5th on
Santa Clara Street

:Mike
Paced by an almost fantastic 33 BR01 herl iii n1.01,11
point scoring output by Cliff Bar- Reich II and Conrad Mueller
rett, the Journalism Department two, Bill Ita rt ler paced the
fast night edged the Recreation losers with 19 and Ron Snmet
Department 53-50, despite the fact and Don Flood tanking 10.
In other action, Ed Macs poured
that it played the complete game
through 18 as the Newman Club
with only four players,
In addition to Barrett, Jack edged the A Phi Os 42-38. Paul
Fratessa also scored 10 for the
winners while Jim Joy scored 15
and Kelly Worrell 12 for the A
Your Eyes Deserve
Phi Os,
The Best ...
Gamma Phi Beta kept its unbeaten record on the books as it
dumped the No-Trumps 51-40 to
Give your eyes the good care
almost assure itself of a place for
they deserve. Have your glasses
the final playoffs for the champion
fitted where modern equipment
of the five independent leagues.
and professional skill insure
Ted Coutts led the Gamma Phi
best results.
attack with 15, Bob Chapman hit
for 14 and Clair Appledorm. Harvey Corbin with 11 and Gary King
Dr. Jack H. Chennell with 10 parod the losers.

Optometrist
254 S. Second

C’y 5-2747

Member SPAR-TEN

§espiloo Jur(
STUDIO
"Cowboy"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Jerry Lewis

"SAD SACK"

Glenn Ford

"The World Was His Jury"

Guy Mad,son

Edmund O’Brien

"THE HARD MAN"

UNION

T-Jo’re,

"and God
Created won:Lase

Spartan Wrestlers
To Enter Nationals

der the tutelage of Nienetidc.C.
The veteran coach was assistant
under former . SJS mentor Dee
Portal. Portal, who was killed in
a ranch accident in 1953, was well
known in collegiate boxing ranks
throughout the nation.
Bagging PCI crowns for the
Spartans were T. C. Chung, 112lbs.; Nick Akana, 125-lbs.; Weivin
Stroud, 139-lbs.; and Archie Milton, heavyweight. Two other local
boxers, Bobby Tafoya, 119-lbs., and
Dave Nelson, 132-lbs., reached the
finals before dropping close decisions.
Chung, who is undefeated for
the season, whipped Ed Murakami
of Cal Poly to pocket the win.
Akana, in gaining his second consecutive‘PCI coronet, turned back
Bill Maloney of Washington State
via a split decision.
Judges Bill Stremmel and Eddie LaFond scored it 80-29 and
30-2K, respectively. for Akana,
while Joey August gave it to
Maloney. 27-26. It was the sante
August who dealt Tafoya only
27 points in the Spartan’s very
questionable loss to Nick Spanakos of College of Idaho.
Stroll d, bolo-punching senior.
slugged out a split decisitan triumph over formerly unbeaten Joe
Bliss of Nevada in one of the tournament’s hest bouts. Stroud Peppered the home-town favorite with
his popular bolo and straight right
hand shots to the head.
Milton impressed the crowd of
3200 , by bombing his way to a
unanimous win over Fred Snodgrass of Washington State.
Jerry Ford, hard hitting $JS
left-hander, pocketed the 139-lb.
title in the newly formed novice
division. Frank Castillo. 132-1b.
Spartan novice, lost a close decision in a final match.

DR. MEYER BLOCH
President

Eastern Magical Society
240 RIVINGTON STREET
New York 2, N.Y.

OUR DAILY HOT LUNCH . . .
COFFEE and all 10c DRINKS

5c

WITHSANDWICH

Corner 7th & San Carlos

WcIOZZ;raGYM

WE FEATURE
Although many students are now talking Santa Cruz, experts have pointed out that good skiing shall prevail through
Memorial Day . .
and that is the end of May.

HEAD
SKIS...
THE MOST TALKED

We would like to remind you that our ski -stock is still most
complete, and our prices are comparable fo anybody’s.

ABOUT SKI ...
ON EVERY
SLOPE ...
EVERYWHERE
IN THE WORLD

WE PROUDLY OWL& Y DVS SIGN Of OUALJYY

Cope-McPhefres
SPORT

In our ski shop, we have Jerry Price and Doug Fox, two competent experts to service your ski equipment. So we offer
this suggestion, beach -time from June until September
but ski -time up to and includinq Memorial Day.

SHOP

HEAVENLY VALLEY SKI TOUR conducted by Conrad Mueller
$14.50 to $16.50 will get you:
FOR EASTER VACATION MAY WE RECOMMEND
Two n ghts lodg,q at wonderful SI, Run Lodge in’, I
OUR LEARN TO SKI WEEK
Prn lodq.no).
SO
to
$64
50 will ye you
$59
Siv,romino in SI Run s BS degice pool
r-,n adult refreshment upon arrisial
ludg,ng Sunday thru Thursday
T,,, meals on Saturday and on. meal on Sunday.
Two meals per day, ifrtng with Sunday dinnr
One -dollar merchandise order at Cop hfcPhatrrs.
Fre Yriti;r or tows or both Monday thru Friday.
50c off on chair or tows both Sa.uidy and Sunday
Fr PO all lesion very
day Monday thru Friday.
50c off on ski lessons et famous Stein Erickson Ski
School both days.
SwIrnminq rivriry day.
We will arrange transportation for you. Only four and one-half hours from San Jose.
Dozens of SJS students have already taken advantage of our tour, and with eight
good weeks of skiing left, dozens more will.
For further information about weekend, weekday trips or group ratrs, contact Conrad
Mu4et at CY 7 7886 week nights between 7 p.m. and I a in. or drop by Cope.
MrPhetrs and talk to Doug or Jerry.
WE HAVE SPECIAL GROUP RATES

COPE-McPHETRES SPORT SHOP
66 W. San Antonio

CYpress 5-2939

before every date j*

5.41

Cagney Lon Chaney

AND CARDS, TO01
Mario Lnra
"7 Hills of Rome"

"Doctor at Large"

"The Happy Road"

’The Time of Desire’

WRITE

70’
55’

"The Man of 1000 Faces"

’IT CM NI Fr
Bociatds MuriI Peaks
and

BE A MAGICIAN

"The Deep Six"
Ladd - Dance Fostr

MAYFAIR

On

SAUSAGE

A!an

invented

- .10 V.

HAM BACON

Frosh Baseballers’
Action Rained Out

Miss Camilleri and Kers
nola will represent San Jose Si.,
at the Nafional Intercollegiate
Wrestling Champioraihips at Uniit
lao c;illyri the
versity of Wyoming at Laramie
:-ataa IS
postponement of San Jose’s freshFriday and Saturday.
camineri, from campbeii, cap. man baseball game with San Jose
tured the 177-1h. -championship in City College.
the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate
matches conducted here March 7-8.
Finances for the trip were donated by Andy Oddstad of Redwood City, Emerson Arends
Campbell, and Archie Ledman
San Jose.
- -

Brigitte lle.rdoil

CY.

6:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

IL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

Jon^.4

...but the davit

Sunnyland Fountain

C. Chung

We’yin Stroud

Due to a flutist unkind weather.
:61\ .111. tl
al
man, SJS’ varsity baseball team
has seen little action during the
Rattling all the way to the fin- Outstanding Sipoitsni.in tioph)
als,
an Jose State’s judo team
Leading Up ti the finals, %An- past two weeks; but the warmer
4ottt its California State Cham- ita are% a tint round list.. In the Fresno weather may jusaloce topionship at the hands of Scinan second r,,uind the Los
sehesluled doubleheader.
of Los Angeles. 25-10, Saturday squad non 4. PR San Fruneew o.
Coach Ed Sobczak takes his var.
in Spartan gym.
Seinen plowed through
33-17.
hasehailers to FrP14110 today
lighting Its way to the final
that semi-finals knocking or. r to tangle with the Freanu State
, match, the San Jose State team
Gardena, 23-10.
itulidogs, with the first of two
beat Firma) in the first round
Seiniat’s five-man team is pos ,!ames to start at I p m.
of action, 441-0. In the second
Last weekend: two games with
round, SJS shut out Camillus of sibly one of the top judo teams in
the nation, in the opinion of Yosh !COP end one against Santa Clara
Oakland, 3.1-0.
Uchida, San Jose State judo coach. were rained nut Previous to this,
The Spartans decisioned Salinas
The Seinan squad is led by Kohl- the Spartans knocked off Sacrain the semi-finals, 35-10.
ashi who rates a 4th degree black mento State 7-3 on March 18.
Jim Baker was the lone victor
belt honor. The other four men on
for San Jose State in the finals,
beating Ricky Tanaka, 2nd degree the squad have earned 2nd degree ,Series Ends Tonight
black belt. Baker substituted for black belts.
"Mixed Marriage," the final
Mel Augustine, who was injured
San Jose State judoists are now Itopic in the Student Christian
in the match with Fresno.
;Center Seminar Series "The liiipreparing themsekee for the Naman Venture in Sex. Lola. and
Stan Svensen, SJS 2nd degree
tional
Championships
in
Chicago
, MaiTaige" will bc held tonicht at
brown belt, lost to Bill Saito, 2nd
7 in the SC, 92 S. 5th St
degree black belt from Seinan. April 12 and 13.
Larry Stuefloten, SJS 1st degree
black belt, was beaten by Seinan’s
YIm Ifiroshe, 2nd degree black
belt.
Larry smith, Spartan judotst,
also lost In the finals against
Open from
a 2nd degree black belted boy,
Bob Powers,.
Howard Watanabe of SJS was
avrwrist
beaten by Larry Kobiashi of the
victorious Los Angeles squad. KoWe Serve Breakfast ALL DAY
biashi, a national champion, rates
the rank of 9th degree black belt
Although Wiwi?, be lost his fin
WITH 1 LARGE EGGS
POTATOES, TOAST AND JELLY . . . .

By RALPH CHATOIAN

W. Reed To Opposei
Douglas in Feature
San Jose State’s Whitney Reed,
eighth ranked amateur tennis
player in the nation, will oppose
Jack Douglas of Stanford in an
exhibition match Tuesday, April
8, in the Men’s Gym at 8 p.m.
Ineligible to compete for the
Spartans this year, Reed shapes
up as a possible national intercollegiate champion for Coach Butc.11
Krikorlan next season.
Reed has captured the California Singles Championship the past
two years.
Douglas, Stanford’s quarterback
during the fall gridiron campaign,
recently managed a successful defense of his Northern California
Intercollegiate tennis title. He will
be one of the favorites in this
year’s national playoffs.
Reed and Douglas hope to gain
berths on the United States Davis
Cup team this year.
Admission will be free to stu.dent body card holders. Outsiders
may purchase tickets at Gordon’s
Sport Shop and at the San Jose
Swim and Racquet Club,

v.

PATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTISERS

Spring is here sn why in,1 eflOog Your laundry in and le
it. Everything returned promo. ,
Spring,like freshness. Soec,al
with ASS Card on Tues.. Wed. aThurs.

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
South Third as San Salvador

The
BETA KAPPA
-the store

with a
coll,qe

education"

277 E. San Fernando
(Acre:oil from Administration lido )

after every shave
Splash i on Old Spire After Sliase Lotion. Feel your
face wake up and live! So good for your skin ...
so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze,
Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident.
Assured, Relaxed. You blow you’re at your best

when you top off your shave with Old Spice
!10

AFTER SHAVE LOTION
by SHULTON

4--oronct
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Tuesday. March 25, 1958

SATELLITE MODEL

Spartan Daily Announces
Instructions, Deadlines
Any students wishing to have
news, letters to Thrust and Parry.
announcements of meetings or
classified adiertisements published
in The Spartan Daily should observe the following deadlines’
News must be brought to The
Spartan Daily office 1.1107i not
later than 1:30 p.m. two days before the date of publication. News
may either ’oe told or handed to a
member of the staff or thumbtacked on the bulletin board with
the name of a reporter or editor
on it. Items should be typed or
written legibly and include complete names. dates, pieces, and any
other newsworthy facts.
Letters to Thurst and Parry
must be signed with the author’s
name and ASB or faculty card
number, Students without ASB
cards and private citizens are
not permitted use of the Thrust
and Parry column without the personal permission of the editor-inchief. When the writer wishes his
name withheld, his ASB or fac-

CLASSIFIEDS
T0 piece classifids, foie Awn to
TV it, Student Sus;nets Offie.
FOR RENT
Board and Room in 1^N.01211Z(‘ for
housework. CL 8-5393. 345 Gordon
Ave.

lilt!. card number may be used as
a signature. When the letter
makes statements of personal reference the name of the writer
, must be printed. The general policy of The Spartan Daily is to
run everything that comes in providing it: is not libelous, is in good
taste, is signed properly and is not
an obvious mis-statement of fact.
Feature editor reserves the right
to cut down letters that are too
long. Maximum length is 250
words.
Announcements of meetings are
acceptable only if submitted on a
form that may be obtained in The
Spartan Daily office. The form
must be turned into the office
not later than 1:30 p.m. on the
day before publication.
Classified advertising must be
turned into the Student Affairs
Business Office (TB16) by 3 p.m.
two days before publication date.
An items Mud be typed or written legibly. There is a minimum of
two lines, with the Count of five
words per line. Student rates are
20 cents per line for the first insertion and 16 cents per line for
each succeeding insertion.
Persons wishing to subscribe to
The Daily may do so by paying
$2 per semester at the Student
Affairs Business Office.

AXE To initiate

Alpha Chi ’Epsilon will hold an
GIRLS 5 -room furnished apt. initiation tonight at 7:30 in TB17.
9th and San Carlos. For informa- All kindergarten-primary and gention. call AN 9-9278 or CY 2-5413. eral education majors are invited.
’Close in. Large furn apt 2-3 Dress will be dressy sport.
gents. Twin beds. Utilities pd Also
twin bdnn. 2 closets. Kit. Priv.
545 S. 4th.

MEN--share with other students.
Clean. spacious. 112 Mks. from colCSTA, speaker, Dr. John T.
lege 458 S. 5th St.
Wahlquist, student teacher panel,
College BoysRoom & board, tonight, 8. Ed53.
28 S 13th St.
Christina Science Oragnization,
Close to college. Clean 3-room apt. regular testimonial meeting, toPri. bath. 3 or 4 women students night, 7:30, College Chapel.
or married couple. Inq. F. Jenks,
College Religious Council, "Con422 S. 8th St. CY 4-0281.
versations in Religion." tonight
FOR SALE
and tomorrow night. Contact com4-speaker Columbia HI -Fl 360 K. mittee chairman Joyce Flores or
the Rev. James Martin at Student
Good cond., $75. CY 5-1842.
’Y", CY 5-2734.
Need MUSIC???? Call CY 7-7886.
El Menlo Castellano, meeting.
MISCELLANEOUS
tonight, 7:30. 63 S. 12th St.
APRIL 3 is the deadline for appliHuddle, meeting. tonight. 7. 22
cation to The College Survey. Box S. 11th St.
625, Charlottesville, Va. $2 fee will
International Relations Club,
be returned if no assurance of
summer employment is received meeting. tonight. 7, CH135.
Irons their placement office. GuidKappa Phi, speaker, "Bridges of
ance in camp, resort, maritime, Service," tonight, 7, Social Hall,
and government employment.
First Methodist Church.
Lutheran Student Area.. coffeeIN
coke bull session, speaker, Dr.
John Mac Rae. "How to Cheat on
’Sr
Personality Tests," today, 3:30
p.m., Student Christian Center,
92 S. 5th St.

Equipment
RETAIL
RENTALS
REPAIR

The Coro Foundation, a private,
nonprofit organization devoted to
governmental education, is offering 24 Public Affairs Internships
designed to give fundamental
, training to those desiring careers
lin public life.
An interviewer from the Foundation will be in the Placement
Service Office today from 1-4:30
p.m. to answer questions and take
, applications.
These internships, which involve
nine months of concentrated experience in many different business and governmental fields, are
divided between two groups of 12
interns, with one group in San
Francisco and the other in Los
Angeles.
The training program is divided
into morning and afternoon phases, with the morning phase devoted to on-the-job training in city
and county government offices.
Training is under the general supervision of the Civil Service Commission and under the specific
supervision of the Coro Foundation staff. Placing of interns in
offices is determined by department heads of the city and county

governments themselves.
Afternoons are spent with business, labor and political organizations. Over 50 firms are cooperating in this part of the internship programs, which also includes an eight -week period as a
political campaign worker.
Internship opportunity is open
to students of all majors. The program runs from October to June,
with a tuition charge of 9500. The
Foundation grants each intern a
subsistence scholarship of $1500.
plus $150 for one dependent, or
9500 for two or more dependents.
A few tuition scholarships are
available.

LET us help you plan your ski trip

SANTA CLARA SPORT SHOP
1485 Franklin Street

Free Parking

AX 6-2820

GAX Plans Mooting
Gamma Alpha Chi, professional
women’s advertising fraternity,
will meet Wednesday night at
7:30 to discuss initiations. The
Meeting will be held at the Delta
Gamma House, 360 E. Reed St.

LIKE MILK?
Get a

Free Quart of

Golden State MILK

DON’T MISS THE FUN
get out and enjoy Life
Make this a skiing
Week -end

The Howe Arts group of the
Dames Club has planned a lecture
and discussion to be held in the
Spartan City Recreation Hall tonight at 8, according to Mrs.
Genevieve Diggins, publicity chairman.
A representative from the Empire Crafts Corp. will discuss the
pros and cons of stainless steel
and sterling silver. The represenative also will compare chinaware
with semi -porcelain dinnerware.

With Each

New York Steak
Includes:

Garlic Bread and Chili $139
Salad, Baked Potato,
You Must Hove Student ASB Card

There is NO Steak
Like This Steak
so try the

Phi Upsilon Omicron, meeting,
tonight, 730, Home Economics
Cafeteria.
Sociology Club, program planning, tomorrow, 3:30 p.m., CH231.
Spartan Chi, meeting, tomorrow,
7:30 p.m., CH162.
Spartan Spears, meeting, tonight. 7, B24.
Student Christian Center, seminar series, final speaker, the Rev.
V. Donald Emmel, Presbyterian
campus pastor, "Mixed Marriage,"
tonight, 7, Student Chirstian Center.
BEANERY BULLETIN
Coop-4th and San Fernando
Entrees:
Individual meat ple
40
Italian Delight
40
Plate lunch
55

-

SMALL

STEAK

.95
The

Twin STEAK HOUSES

ANGELO’S * COLONY
195 S. First

74 E. Santo Clara

(For)

Julian iv Steaks
Fourth and Julian
This Offer Limited

Next to Burger Bar
March 13 to 31 Inclusive

RICHARD MONTMEAT is a 1947 Industrial Design Graduate of Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn, New York. Ha
joined General Electric’s Television Receiver Department in 1948.

Sts.
cents
cents
cents

WEATHER
Rain is predicted for the Santa
Clara Valk.), by Mr. Weatherman,
with clearing tonight.

Nacetttent Centepl

b

51.1X
SALES RENTALS
SAN FRANCISCO
OAKLAND
BERKELEY SAN JOSE

75 SOUTH

Students planning to take engineering courses during the
1958 summer school session are
requested to sign for counseling
appointments in E107, according to Ed C. Glover, engineering professor,

SKI

54paPta9uide

Single room. Kit. Priv. Sun .deck.
Everything furn, 831 per month.
621 S 6th

’sCE 19’

Pointing to instrument care In model of next satellite which Vanguard project will launch into space, Dr. John P. Hagen (left)
tells Senator George Smothers (D -Fla.) that 20-inch, 21.5 -pound
sphere will he fired "shortly" at Cape Canaveral, Fla.photo by
International.

Prof Requests Early
Counseling Sign -Ups

Lecture Tonight
In Spartan City

Coro Foundation Offers
24 Public Internships

2nd

Paw. Crprer. 1.2321 .

Summer camp counselors for
the coming summer will be in demand this week and the week
following Easter Vacation, according to Mrs. Florence Kellenberger, Placement Service secretary. The Girl Scouts and the
Camp Fire Girls will have representatives on campus to interview

DINNER SPECIAL
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS or
HAMBURGER STEAK with BROWN GRAVY
SOUP
POTATOES
VEGETABLE
BREAD I BUTTER
Largo Boil’, ID, Milk .15

85‘
ARCHIE’S
)’)eSTEAK HOUSE
545 5. 2nd St. Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

anyone interested. For appointments and further information,
contact the Placement Service office, A234.
Dates and times for interviews
are:
Berkeley - Albany - Kensington
Girl Scout Council, 1:30-4:30 Pm..
March 26; interested in women
for unit leaders and assistants,
waterfront, nature and craft coun.
selors.
Campfire Girls, Camp Yenis
Ifante, located on Greenhorn
Mountain, northeast of Glenville.
Calif., 9:30-12 noon, April 9; all
types of counselors.
Santa Clara County Girl Scout
Council, Skylark Ranch in Santa
Cruz Mts., 1:20-4:40 p.m., April
10:. all types of counselors.
Salinas Area Girl Scout Council, Camp Cawatre, Los Padres
National Forest, 9-11:30 A.M.,
April 11; all types of counselors.

THE TUXEDO SHOP
Complete Men’s Formal Wear Rentals
FOR FORMAL WEAR FITTED AND
STYLED TO PERFECTION
Weddings and Dances Our Specialty

35 S. 4th Street
’It s A Business

CYpress 3-7420
With Us Not A Sideline-

"A company that plans far ahead gives
me the chance to work out my future"
"Pleasing design is no accident," says 32-year-old TV
set designer Richard Montmeat. "It takes creative
planning. At General Electric, we’re constantly deincluding some for
veloping new product designs
products which won’t be on the market for several
years. Ever since joining General Electric, I’ve had
the opportunity and challenge of working toward the
designs of the future. As I see it, a company which
plane ahead gives me the chance to work out my own
future, too."
The creative accomplishments of Richard Mont meat haye already brought him widespread recognition. He was awarded design patents in 1960 and
1956; he won the Industrial Designers Institute
Award in 1955; and his design for the 1958 General
Electric 17-inch portable television receiver watt se-

lected for showing in an international design expoaltion in Milan, Italy.
Progress in pleasing design making appliances
more enjoyable to own and useis an important
factor in our nation’s growing use of electricity and
in our constantly rising level of living. Planning now
to satisfy future customers is important not only to
the continued growth of the electrical industry, but to
individual progress as well. Opportunity for longrange planning is part of the climate for self-development which is provided for General Electric’s more
than 29,000 college -graduate employees.
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